
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF RENASSIANCE ART

Renaissance art is the painting, sculpture and decorative arts of the period of European history, .. The Fifteenth Century,
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Perhaps in the wistful beauty of his Aphrodite something may be found of the nostalgia for the Middle Ages
towards which, eventually, when the fundamentalist monk Savonarola denounced the Medici and all their
works, he made his passionate gesture of return. When taken from the context of the illumination and peopled
with humans, these forms give Bosch's paintings a surreal quality which have no parallel in the work of any
other Renaissance painter. In addition, both artists were appointed architect-in-charge of the new St Peter's
Basilica in Rome , a symbol of the city's transformation from medieval to Renaissance city. Fra Filippo, in the
religious subjects he painted exclusively, both in fresco and panel, shows the tendency to celebrate the charm
of an idealized human type that contrasts with the urge of the fifteenth century towards technical innovation.
Leonardo da Vinci, the ultimate "Renaissance man," practiced all the visual arts and studied a wide range of
topics, including anatomy, geology, botany, hydraulics and flight. Leonardo, absorbed in his researches was
finally lured away to France. Political power resided in the hands of middle-class merchants, a few wealthy
families such as the Medici, important art patrons who would later rule Florence and the powerful guilds.
Madonna Enthroned c. Standing alongside Leonardo and Michelangelo as the third great painter of the High
Renaissance was the younger Raphael , who in a short life span painted a great number of lifelike and
engaging portraits, including those of Pope Julius II and his successor Pope Leo X , and numerous portrayals
of the Madonna and Christ Child, including the Sistine Madonna. Foreshortening â€” The term foreshortening
refers to the artistic effect of shortening lines in a drawing so as to create an illusion of depth. Donn has an
excellent website that includes a section on the Renaissance. In Naples , the painter Antonello da Messina
began using oil paints for portraits and religious paintings at a date that preceded other Italian painters,
possibly about  This decisive advance in realism first appeared about the same time in Italy and the
Netherlands, more specifically in the work of Masaccio at Florence, and of Jan van Eyck c. See, for instance,
the latter's Scrovegni Chapel Frescoes c. His adoption of oil paint as his primary media meant that he could
depict light and its effects on the landscape and objects more naturally and with greater dramatic effect than
had ever been done before, as demonstrated in the Mona Lisa. Raphael Sanzio, the youngest of the three great
High Renaissance masters, learned from both da Vinci and Michelangelo. In addition to sacred images, many
of these works portrayed domestic themes such as marriage, birth and the everyday life of the family. The
Netherlandish painters did not approach the creation of a picture through a framework of linear perspective
and correct proportion. See Article History Renaissance art, painting , sculpture , architecture , music , and
literature produced during the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries in Europe under the combined influences of an
increased awareness of nature, a revival of classical learning, and a more individualistic view of man. The
contemporary of Donatello, Masaccio , was the painterly descendant of Giotto and began the Early
Renaissance in Italian Painting in , furthering the trend towards solidity of form and naturalism of face and
gesture that Giotto had begun a century earlier. His frescoes were said to have decorated cathedrals at Assisi,
Rome, Padua, Florence and Naples, though there has been difficulty attributing such works with certainty.
Michelangelo Buonarroti drew on the human body for inspiration and created works on a vast scale. They also
occupy believable spaceâ€”an achievement based on the development of linear perspective and atmospheric
perspective , illusionistic devices to suggest depth on a two-dimensional surface. But, as in other Renaissance
artists, there was an energy in him that imparted to his linear rhythms a capacity for intense emotional
expression as well as a gentle refinement. His foreshortening of a knight prone on the ground was an exercise
of skill that Andrea Mantegna was to emulate. It started as a cultural movement in Italy in the Late Medieval
period and later spread to the rest of Europe, marking the beginning of the Early Modern Age. The project was
very difficult. Learn more about the scientific and artistic developments of the Renaissance era. Artists
introduced new subjects to their work, which reflected the growing emphasis on the individual, including
portraits, scenes of contemporary life, and historical narratives. Then, between and Florence was threatened
once again, this time by the King of Naples, who also died before he could successfully conquer Florence. He
designed the dome of St.


